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Introduction by Star Hinman 

Through the mercy of Heaven, the information and energy of this Divine Activation of Light was 

transmitted to humanity from the Ascended Realms in the early morning hours of Christmas 

Day 2018, when the heavenly realms opened and were charged with the energies and vibration 

of the Solar Christ Presence. 

For humanity, the Patterns of Our Divine Perfection, which contain the blueprint reflecting 

perfect health, peace, abundance, enlightenment, joy, and love, are recorded and stored within 

our Solar Christ Presence. These things are a part of our Divine Birthright, as Sons and 

Daughters of the Creator of All-That-Is.  They are held in “sacred trust” for us by our Solar Christ 

Presence, until such time as we are able to lift up in consciousness sufficiently to fully receive 

and embody these refined, extremely high-vibrational energies which contain the Divine Truths 

of Our Being. 

The spiritual hierarchy tells us that humanity has now lifted up in consciousness to the place 

where we are now able to make this healing connection with a higher part of our divine 

heritage, our Solar Christ presence. 

Our Divine Heritage 

When our identity and essence is first breathed forth from the Heart of the Creator Presence 

within the Great Central Sun of the Milky Way galaxy, our energies are in the form of the White 

Fire Being, which is comprised of electronic light substance.  The energies of this Divine Being 

are further stepped down in their vibratory frequency, and the Twin Flame energies of our I AM 

Presence become manifest within the higher realms of reality, surrounded by the Causal Body.   

Gradually, these energies, also, are stepped down to our Solar Christ Presence, and from there, 

the energies are again stepped down and connected to our human selves in the physical bodies 

which are our vehicles in this dimensional reality on earth. 

The Silver Cord connects all these aspects of our divine identity, from the Creator Presence, 

through the White Fire Being, the I AM Presence, and the Solar Christ Presence, all the way to 



our Four Lower Bodies on planet earth.  In this way, we always maintain our connection to the 

highest parts of who we are, all the way to our Divine Source.  This knowledge is powerful for 

human beings, because we can claim and use this divine connection for healing and manifesting 

the highest levels of truth about our being. 

This is the purpose of the Activity of Light presented here.  It is meant to assist humanity to 

connect the Patterns of Perfection held within our Solar Christ Presence, to the intelligence of 

our Four Lower Bodies – so that the Patterns of our Divine Perfection may travel through the 

Silver Cord and be anchored within the Three-Fold-Flame of Divinity within our Heart Center.  In 

this way, we have access to the records and energies of our own Perfection, so that these may 

be outpictured within our Four Lower Bodies:  physical, etheric/spiritual, mental, and 

emotional. 

In the following activities, we will invoke the presence, Light, and Intelligence of Divine Beings – 

for the purpose of requesting their assistance in connecting the Patterns of Perfection, which 

exist in the energies and intelligence of the Solar Christ Presence, with the Intelligence of the 

four lower bodies, the physical, etheric/spiritual, mental, and emotional aspects of who we are, 

in order to effect healing and enlightenment. 

So that you can connect strongly with the Ascended Realms, you may first quiet your mind and 

emotions and attune to the Divine Intelligence of the Beings of Light in the Higher Realms of 

Perfection.  In order to assist with this process, we are providing the following information 

regarding creating your sacred space.   

 Creating Your Sacred Space  
For Meditation and Receiving Spiritual Healing Assistance 

Note:  Once you become familiar with the process outlined here, you may feel that you can 

accomplish your connection with the Higher Realms very quickly, or instantly, and complete this 

process without repeating these words each time.  Know that this is easily done through your 

strong focus and intention. 

You may say these words aloud to create your Sacred Space.  The suggestions are in Italics. If 

you wish, you may also download and print this document from the Creating Sacred Ceremony 

page on our website at www.starbird1.net  

 

 “Dear Creator of All, Buddha, Mother-Father God, the Goddess Energies,” (whatever you wish 

to say)  

(You might like to stand and face each of the Four Directions, and connect with their energies as 

you say the following words.)  

“To the East where the Sun rises -- to the West where the Sun Sets -- to the North where the 

cold comes from -- to the South where the warm winds blow,  

http://www.starbird1.net/


“Father Sky, Mother Earth -- Please create a column of White Light from the Ethers of the 

Heavens to the very Heart and Core of Mother Earth.  Please mirror this Light all around, above, 

and below, reflecting back the energies of any negative thoughts, words, or deeds that may be 

being sent, to those sending them, with Love and Light.  Please extend your protection to the 

corners of this room, the building, and the surrounding area.  I ask that this protection be 

around me while I meditate.  

“We ask that the energies necessary to carry out this work now be allowed to travel the Light 

safe and sound from the fifth dimension and above only, please, to carry out this work to the 

best of everyone’s abilities.  

“Any souls that may be gathered here, please now step into the Light and return home, both to 

meet your loved ones who have gone on before you and to further your own soul’s purpose.  

“We ask that this work be carried out in peace, harmony, and most of all, in Love.   Amen.”   

(When you feel that you are centered and prepared, you may continue with the Invocation 

which follows.) 

The Invocation 
We invite the Assistance of the Divine Beings of the 7th Ray 

Note: You may use these words, or fashion your own, according to your own wisdom and 

spiritual guidance. Note:  You can’t “do this wrong!”  So you do not need to worry about this 

process.  It is your INTENTION that carries the energies and the FOCUS of your consciousness 

which allows and directs all of this activity to take place. 

You may say these words aloud, or silently think them, or simply form your strong intention that 

this Activity of Light is taking place.  All of these options are effective. 

“Beloved Ones, please assist me in this Invocation of the Light: 

Lady Portia and Count St. Germain, the Co-Directors of the 7th Ray of Divine Perfection; Mighty 

Arcturus and Lady Diana, the Elohim of the 7th Ray; Beloved Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst, the 

Archangels of the 7th Ray, and the accompanying Angels of the 7th Ray. (You may also include 

your guides, spiritual teachers, and any other spiritual beings with whom you feel an affinity.) 

“Beautiful Ones, please overlight me with the energies of Your Divine Presence, and assist me 

to form a strong connection, through the Silver Cord, with the energies and intelligence of my 

Solar Christ Presence.  

 

“I invite my Solar Christ Presence to connect with me now, through the energies of The Silver 

Cord.” (Take a moment and feel this connection as it develops.) 

 
As you focus your attention on your Solar Christ Presence, be aware of consciously connecting, 

through the Silver Cord, with the patterns of your own Divine Perfection in human form.  



Become ONE with your Divine Perfection!  Know, feel, and trust the divine intelligence and 

power that is within your strong intention to accomplish this Activity of Light.  You are powerful 

beyond your knowing, when you have blended your energies with the Divine Beings in the 

higher realms who are assisting you in this process. 

You may say these words aloud, speaking to the divine intelligence of your Solar Christ 

Presence: “Blessed One, please instantly transmit to my 4 Lower Bodies (physical, 

etheric/spiritual, mental and emotional) the Divine Patterns of My Perfection, which you hold in 

Sacred Trust for me.  I am ONE with you!” 

The following is an example of wording you may use, or you may create your own: 

“In my physical body, please instantly imprint the Divine Patterns of Perfection for human form: 

Eternal Youth, Radiant Beauty, and Perfect Health. In the name of the Almighty Creator of All 

Things, I claim these divine qualities as a part of my Original Plan of Creation. 

“I instruct the Divine Intelligence within my physical body to receive these Patterns of 

Perfection and immediately began to integrate these, so that they may be effortlessly 

outpictured in my physical form, within the embrace of the Creator Presence.” 

You may use your own words to create Invocations for your etheric/spiritual, mental, and 

emotional bodies.  

*          *          * 

The Affirmations 
You May Wish to Say These Affirmations of Divine Truth Aloud 

Divine Perfection and Intelligence now takes precedence over all else within my system and 

begins the process of manifestation within my four lower bodies (physical/spiritual, etheric, 

mental, and emotional) as I repeat the following Truths about my being: 

I AM ONE with Divine Source energy. 

I AM the PERFECTION of Divine Source Intelligence. 

I AM the RADIANT LIGHT OF CREATOR -- made manifest, here and now, in human form. 

I now call upon my Solar Christ Presence to strengthen its permanent connection with The 

Three-Fold Flame of Divine Love, Wisdom, and Power within my Heart Center. 

It Is Done 

So Be It 

I AM 

 

*          *          * 



As You Think, So You Are! 

A Message from 

Mighty Arcturus and Lady Diana, Elohim of the 7th Ray 

Note: The Elohim are the Mighty Builders of Form, who are responsible for the process of 

manifestation in the realms of earth, air, fire, water, and ether on our planet. Therefore, they 

offer their assistance to humanity in the manifestation of this Divine Truth within our Four 

Lower Bodies. Remember to call upon them for assistance as you use your “Creating Your Sacred 

Space” document.  

They tell us: 

Now, as you go about your daily activities on earth, focus upon the Divine Truth of Your Being, 

and the words of this Sacred Invocation, as has been given. Do this as often as possible, until it 

is permanently anchored within your hearts and minds, and throughout your physical world 

reality. 

Constantly fill your consciousness with this information! 

Claim this Divine Truth of Your Being, daily and hourly. It is your birthright as sons and 

daughters of the Creator of Heaven and Earth – and All-That-Is! 

You ARE the Light -- the Love, Wisdom, and Power of Divine Intelligence, now fully manifesting 

on earth. Claim this, dearest ones, and know that it IS NOW made fully manifest within you!   

 
*          *          *          *          *          *          * 
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